Several Real-Time Crash Prediction models have been built as a tool to augment road safety since road traffic crashes are one of the world's largest public health and injury prevention problems. Crashes occurring on freeways/expressways are considered to relate closely to previous traffic conditions occurred before the crash, which are time-varying. Static Bayesian Network (SBN) model has been used in studies previously and Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is a long-established extension to BNs which allow the explicit modeling of changes over time. The assumption behind the model is an event can cause another event in future but not vice-versa. Traffic is a dynamic process and time series traffic data consisting of several time intervals should be used to illustrate this dynamic process of traffic flow before crash occurrence. In this research both SBN and DBN models were built for route 4 Shinjuku Line of Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway. Twenty four DBN and 72 SBN models were built. From the six months data, 71crash and corresponding normal data were used to build the model and randomly chosen 30 crash and corresponding normal data were used for model validation process. After model building and validation, the performances of models build with BN and DBN were compared. The result shows that model built with DBN is able to predict 8.7% more crash conditions than SBN.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, the idea of predicting crash in real-time as part of active traffic management (ATM) has attracted substantial attention among researchers in the field of road safety. Substantial effort has been put in improving the crash prediction models. A good number of studies have also taken place on understanding crash phenomena using these models.
Moreover, with the advancement of Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) and development of advanced transportation information systems (ATIS), traffic data collection has become easier. Consequently, numerous Real-time Crash Prediction Models (RTCP) assessing crash or nearly crash-prone situations of highways and expressways were introduced 1), 2) . The concept of real time crash prediction is based on the hypothesis that the probability of a crash on a specific road section can be predicted for a very short time window using the instantaneous traffic flow data 3), 4), 5), 6), 7), 8) .
In previous studies, it was found that the standard deviation of speed is the most suitable variable to distinguish between normal and disrupted traffic condition 9) . In a later study, Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) method was used, and standard deviation of both speed and occupancy were found to be suitable predictors. Lee et al. applied first order log-linear models to predict crash at given road geometry, weather condition and time of the day using speed variations along a lane, traffic queue and traffic density as predictors 10) , 11) . Number of lanes were found to be important by Hyodo et al. 20) . Luo and Garber applied three different methods -K means clustering, Naïve Bayes method and Discriminant analysis including the joint effect of two or more traffic variables to identify traffic patterns leading to crash 12) . Hossain proposed Static Bayesian Network (SBN) was introduced and successfully used to build RTCP model where flow, speed and occupancy data were used as inputs 13) , 17) .
The drawback of these models are, their consideration of instantaneous data and lack of information about the influcial traffic variables. Most of the events that we meet in our everyday life are not detected based on a particular point in time, but they can be described through a multiple states of observations that yield a judgment of one complete final event.
Statisticians have developed numerous methods for reasoning about temporal relationships among different entities in the world. This field is generally known as time-series analysis. Time-series is a sample realization of a stochastic process consisting of a set of observations made sequentially over time 14) .
Crashes occurring on freeways/expressways are considered to relate closely to previous traffic conditions occurred before the crash, which are time-varying. Meanwhile, most studies use volume/occupancy/speed parameters data extracted from sampled floating cars or road side detectors. It has been indicated that for different combinations of upstream and downstream traffic states, the crash involvement rates and crash risk ratios (ratio of crash cases and non-crash cases) are inconsistent 15) . Considering that a crash can be induced by the disturbance of traffic flow before the crash occurs, time series traffic data consisting of several time intervals should be used to illustrate the dynamic process of traffic flow before crash occurrence. Thus, it is essential to establish a single model that can address such time series data and the evolving process of traffic flow. Therefore, in this study, a Dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) model of time sequence traffic data has been proposed to investigate the relationship between crash occurrence and dynamic traffic flow data with oneminute-interval of six months on one of the busiest Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway (from March to August, 2014).
The paper is organized in five sections. This section has already addressed the problems with the present crash prediction models and indicated advantages of DBN based real-time crash prediction models over the SBN based models. In the second section, the data collection is discussed. The third section discusses the methodology of this study and the forth section deals with the model building and validation. Lastly, the fifth section draws conclusion and future scope of this study.
DATA (1) Study area
Since the suitable study area for this study requires to have sufficient crash cases and closely spaced detectors, route 4 Shinjuku Line of the Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway was selected. It is about 13.5km long and one of the busiest expressways in Japan. It is connected with the Chuo Expressway starting at the point on the boundary of the Tokyo Metropolitan Ward Area as shown in Fig. 1 . It sustains a large number of crashes throughout the year as well. It is a radial route connected with the inner circular loop of Tokyo Metropolitan Expressway, widely known as C1, which serves the central part of Tokyo. The expressway has two lanes in each directions with 74 detectors (about 250 meters apart) in one lane. 
I_1332 (2) Data collection and processing
The study investigates the crash mechanism with real-time traffic data. Hence, the traffic flow database has been collected from loop detector data between March and August 2014.The detectors in the study area store data of speed, vehicle count, occupancy and number of heavy vehicles for 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Six months detector data and crash data were extracted. Detector data consists of detector location (kilo post), speed (1min average speed), flow (1min) and occupancy ( Table 1) . Crash data contained information about date, time (in minutes), location (to nearest 10 meters), crash lane, type of crash and vehicle involvement. Studies showed that deceleration shockwave propagating from the downstream caused by congestion is highly related with rear-end collision 18) . Thus it is important to identify the freeflow state and congested state to analyze traffic state 19) . Congestion index (CI) is an important variable to address this and previously it was used as a variable instead of directly using the speed of the stream 17) . CI was calculated from the free flow speed which was estimated using the Greenshield's model. While about 310 crash cases have been reported, only 101 crash cases were found to be useful after eliminating the errorneous and missing data. These data were divided into two categories-(a) crash data and (b) normal data for the models. For example, if a crash occurred on 3 rd March, Wednesday at 15:00, then the crash and normal data were collected in the manner shown in Table 1 .
To avoid misleading data, we removed all normal condition data where a crash took place on the same date before or after 1 hour of the selected time period. Also, crash data with any missing data was ignored. After all these screening, there were a total of 101 numbers of crash and 2274 numbers of normal data left for model building. Out of 101 crash cases, 30 cases and corresponding 542 normal cases were used for model validation.
In order to develop a real-time crash prediction model, pairs of detectors-nearest upstream and nearest downstream of the crash location was considered for the entire route of the expressway 8) . The data collection arrangement is as illustrated in Fig. 2. 
METHODOLOGY
There are two types of variables in Bayesian Network-information variable and hypothesis variable. Information variables are those, the values of which are to be expected to be obtained to calculate the probability of the hypothesis variable. For the purpose of model building, eight absolute values and four relative values of traffic variables i.e. flow (q), speed (v), occupancy (o) and congestion index (CI) were used as information variables. Then, to choose the variables with the most influence, random forest (RF) method was used and the result in DBN can be described as it consists of probability distribution function on the sequence of t hiddenstate variables X ={ ,…, } and the sequence of T observable variables Y= { ,…, }, where t is the time boundary for the given event we are investigating. This can be expressed by the following term: (2) In order to completely specify a DBN, we need to define three sets of parameters:
• State transition pdfs Pr( | ) that specifies time dependencies between the states • Observation pdfs Pr( | ) that specifies dependencies of observation nodes regarding to other nodes at time t and • Initial state distribution Pr( ), that brings initial probability distribution in the beginning of the process.
In this study, the hidden state variables are the crash likelihood and the observation variables are the traffic flow variables (i.e. difference between upstream and downstream flow, speed, CI, upstream CI etc. in Fig. 3) . Thus the state transition could be denoted as Pr(crash| crashprevious).
MODEL BUILDING AND VALIDATION (1) Model building
24 separate combinations of the variables were selected to build 24 Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) models using the variables stated in Table 2 .
Since there are only three kinds of parameters available: i) three traffic flow parameters (flow, speed, occupancy), ii) one derived parameter (CI) and iii) three relative parameters (Diff_flow, Diff_speed, Diff_occ, Diff_CI), in this study different combinations of each of these three kinds of parameters were chosen to build each model. Since the detector data Table 6 . are restricted there are only a finite number of combinations could be used for the models. Moreover, it was found from the previous review studies that the overall performance of DBN based crash prediction models built with a combination of traffic parameters (flow, speed, occupancy) are better than the models with only one traffic parameter (Roshandel et al. 21) , Sun and Sun 16) ). In addition, the variable combinations were built with a base parameter (i.e. upstream speed) and three relative parameters (i.e. upstream and downstream difference of speed) to ensure better performance. The goal of this study was to compare the performances of models built with DBN and SBN so that the prominent variables could be identified. Thus, to maintain the consistency and for the sake of comparison all the models were built with four input variables. One sample of the model structure is shown in Fig. 3 for model-12 . The solid lines represent relationship among decision variable, i.e. probability of crash prone situation and the variables (parents). For twenty four combinations of variables, (24*3) seventy two SBN based RTCP models were developed. Every SBN models have one minute of input data ( Table 3 ). All the DBN and SBN models were created with Hugin Expert A/S 8.2 software.
(2) Model validation
As mentioned earlier, 30 crash cases and corresponding 542 normal cases were separated randomly for model validation. The success of the model depend on its combined performance to predict crash and normal traffic conditions. After building DBN and SBN models, validation data of crash and normal cases was entered individually in the models. Their associated probabilities to belong to crash prone traffic condition have been calculated based on the prior probabilities. If no new evidence is entered into the DBN then the average probability of a traffic condition being associated with crash is 10.01% (DBN model-11). This value has been used as the minimum threshold for evaluating the performance of the model. Also, a false alarm rate between 15 to 20% is Table 4 Confusion matrix of Model-11's prediction capacity. considered to check the prediction capability of the DBN and SBN models. Threshold value higher than the average probability is also checked for comparison purpose. The performance of predicting crash prone and normal situation by DBN model 11 and 12 is shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively, which reflects that at a threshold value of 3.9% model-11 is able to successfully classify 40% of the crashes with a false alarm rate less than 20 %. If the threshold value is raised up to 11% then the model can predict 35% crashes and 89% normal traffic conditions with 11% false alarm. On the otherhand, at the threshold value of 3.9 model-12 is able to is able to successfully classify 47% of the crashes with a false alarm rate less than 20 %. If the threshold value is raised up to 11% then the model can predict 33% crashes and 88% normal traffic conditions with 12% false alarm.
The equations employed for the calculations are:
Crash= (Calculated probability over threshold /Crash sample size)*100
Normal= (Calculated probability below threshold/Normal sample size)*100
Overall= (Total correct classification /Total sample size)*100 (5) Table 4 and 5 are the confusion matrix of model-11 and 12's prediction capacity respectively. Confusion matrix for model-11 shows that, DBN is able to predict about 12 out of 30 crash cases successfully whereas, SBN(t-3), SBN(t-2) and SBN(t-1) can predict 10, 11 and 14 crash prone situations respectively. On the other hand, DBN can detect 469 normal cases out of 542 normal cases, while SBN(t-3), SBN(t-2) and SBN(t-1) can identify 465, 424 and 461 normal situations respectively. The overall accuracy of DBN model is 84.09 % and of SBN models are 83.04, 76.06 and 83.04% respectively. This is the case of model 11 with the variable combination of difference between upstream and downstream Congestion Index (Diff_CI), speed (Diff_speed), occupancy (Diff_occ) and upstream speed (u_speed). Similarly, Confusion matrix for model-12 shows that, DBN is able to predict about 14 out of 30 crash cases successfully whereas, SBN(t-3), SBN(t-2) and SBN(t-1) can predict 10, 11 and 12 crash prone situations respectively. On the otherhand, DBN can detect 462 normal cases out of 542 normal cases, while SBN(t-3), SBN(t-2) and SBN(t-1) can identify 429, 430 and 430 normal situations respectively. The overall accuracy of DBN model is 83.22 % and of SBN models are 76.75, 77.10 and 77.27% respectively. This is the case of model 12 with the variable combination of difference between Congestion Index (Diff_CI), speed (Diff_speed), occupancy (Diff_occ) and downstream speed (d_speed).
From 24 models, 13 models were selected based on basic model performance and are shown in Table  6 Each DBN model was compared with corresponding three numbers of SBN models.
All 13 (thirteen) models performance is shown in Fig. 6. From Fig. 6 , it can be seen that the performance of the DBN is higher than their corresponding SBN models mostly. Moreover, model 7, 11 and 12 showed better performance than others. Considering 15 to 20% false alarm, the prediction probability of crash prone and normal situation by Model-11 and 12 wer compared with its respective SBN models which is shown in Table 6 and Fig. 6 . Upstream and downstream difference Congestion Index (Diff_CI), speed (Diff_speed), occupancy (Diff_occ) and upstream speed (u_speed) are the information variables of model 11 and information variables for model-12 are difference between Congestion Index (Diff_CI), speed (Diff_speed), occupancy (Diff_occ) and downstream speed (d_speed) ( Table 6 ). It is understandable from the traffic flow phenomena, that a that a sudden change in speed i.e. increase or decrease in speed could be a vital factor to explain crash likelihood. Sudden increase in speed could happen due to quick formation and subsequent dissipation of queues causing a backward shock wave. On the contrary, a disruption in the downstream thatpropagates a shock wave to the upstream might be responsible for a sudden decrease of speed. Since congestion index is related with both up and downstream speed variations, it proved to be an important variable as well. Thus, the correlation of these variables are able able to explain crash likelihood better than other combinations of traffic variables. Table 7 shows the accuracy of prediction of crash likelihood among thirteen (13) models. The difference between average crash prediction accuracy between DBN and SBN models are: P(crash)DBN -P(crash) SBN(t-3) = 41.54 -32.32 = 9.2% P(crash)DBN -P(crash) SBN(t-2) = 41.54 -32.23 = 9.3% P(crash)DBN -P(crash) SBN(t-1) = 41.54 -34.10 = 7.4% Thus DBN models can predict crash likelihood situation in average (92.1+9.3+7.4)/3 = 8.7% more than the SBN models.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a DBN based approach for real-time crash prediction. At first, it addressed the lackings regarding previous crash prediction methods. Then, Dynamic Bayesian Network a relatively new concept in transportation field is introduced. Moreover, it dealt with a huge volume of quality data, which is a prerequisite for a good prediction model. After explaining the data collection process modeling method was presented step by step. The study not only built DBN models, but also compared their evaluation performance with SBN based models. It was inferred, from this study that the DBN model-11 and 12 can perform with overall accuracy of 84.09% and 83.22% which is in average about 3.38% and 6.18% more than the SBN models. In case of crash likelihood prediction, DBN models can predict in average 8.7% more crash prone situations than the SBN models ( Table 7) . Table 7 Crash prediction accuracy of thirteen models.
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Models
And after trying 24 different combinations of variables to build DBN and SBN models, the important variables were found to be upstream and downstream difference of congestion index (Diff_CI), speed (Diff_speed), flow (Diff_flow), occupancy (Diff_o), upstream flow, upstream and downstream speed, downstream congestion index, upstream congestion index.
The model mentioned in this paper is for prediction of crash likelihood. Various features of crashes like location of crash, type of crash etc. can not be detected with these models described above. However, incorporating these features into the model is the future scope of this study. Additionally, parameters otherthan traffic flow such as weather, road surface condition, road geometry etc. could be helpful for better understanding of crash mechanismand to build a more efficient model. Because of the adaptability property of Bayesian Network these additional features could be implemented int o the existing models without altering the original models. No specific intervention was proposed in this paper as it depends on the transport authority, their priorities and thorough investigation. Counter measures could be taken by indentifying the black spots, and putting signs, ramp metering, restricting speed limits etc. based on the developed model.
